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The state is 
made of 
people





The success or failure of State policies hinges on:

hiring the “right” people 

motivating them on the job

enabling them to use their talent

https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/OlzjtsHfFA0qz2IMe0Sjh


Agency Problems in Bureaucracies 

The principal hires an agent  to 
perform a task, for instance a 
teacher for teaching

The success of the task 
depends on the teacher’s effort

Effort is costly to the agent and 
not observed by the principal

The agent will choose the effort 
level that makes her happy, this 
is often different from what the 
principal wants (misalignment)



Two causes of misalignment

1. the agent is lazy -puts a higher weight on his cost of effort (”passive” waste) 

2. the agent is corrupt - exploits his position for his own private gain (“active” waste)

Telling them apart is:

• Difficult, because the symptoms are the same

• Essential, because the cure for one makes the other worse



Two common solutions

Rules Incentives



I will review some recent work on these issues

• Mostly from low-income countries but relevant everywhere

• Mostly from field experiments

• Exclusively on bureaucrats or frontline workers
• Hired, not elected



Solution I: 
Rules

• Rules that prescribe behaviour limit the number of 
tasks whose success depends on the agent’s effort 

• Requires monitoring

• Might curtail active waste at the price of more passive 
waste



Solutions differ

The US army vs Netflix
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Management of Bureaucrats and Public Service Delivery: Evidence from the Nigerian Civil Service
Rasul and Rogger 2016

Management and Bureaucratic Effectiveness: Evidence from the Ghanaian Civil Service
Rasul, Rogger and Williams 2019

Could the government be run like Netflix?
Or is there something about public ownership that requires rules?



Compare different public bodies that undertake the 
same development projects in Nigeria and Ghana

• projects evaluated by 
independent teams of 
engineers:(i) completion rate; 
(ii) quality

• 11 project types (road, 
borehole, training etc.)

• run a management survey to 
measure autonomy

• find large variation across public 
bodies 

• correlate this with performance



Many projects don’t even start, only 30% are completed
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Does autonomy improve 
performance?
Bandiera, Best, Khan and Prat “The Allocation of Authority in 
Organizations: A Field Experiment with Bureaucrats”



Procurement in Punjab, Pakistan

• Legal authority for procurement is vested in Procurement Officers (POs)

• agent buys goods he doesn’t use with money he doesn’t own..

• POs are allocated budget by the Finance Department

• An independent federal agency - office of the Accountant General (AG) needs to 
approve POs purchases before payment can be made



The Status Quo

1. Public body requires the PO to buy an item

2. PO surveys the market for vendors and chooses one

3. PO sends a request for payment (bill/voucher) to the AG office

4. AG sanctions payment to the vendor or demands more paperwork. 



• Sample 600+ Public bodies across 26 districts and 4 departments
• Assign randomly to control or autonomy (or other, TBD) for the 

purchase of generic goods

• Autonomy:
• Cash in hand
• MoF pre-approved list of paperwork

• Both shift power from the auditor to the agents
• Give them freedom to save but also to steal

What we do



Why generics

• Many buyers, many sellers

• Homogeneous goods, measurable quality



Together with Punjab Procurement Regulatory 
Authority (PPRA) and Punjab Information 
Technology Board (PITB), we set up an E-
Governance platform: Punjab Online 
Procurement System (POPS)

We set up a system to collect data



POPS Collects Detailed Spending Data





we find that different public bodies pay very 
different prices for the same good



When we give autonomy prices fall by 9%  

quality, composition, timing of purchases do not change

sample savings could fund 5 schools or 75 hospital beds per year

scaling up to all generics => $70m total savings per year

punjab gdp $1500



Why?

auditing takes time

only some vendors are willing to wait & charge for waiting

no point for PO to find better deals

removing decision making power from the auditor enables PO to use their 
talent and local information



when AG is fast

no effect

drop when he is 
slow

up to 15%



go down
long delays



Not only in Punjab

• Autonomy studies are rare but they all point in the same direction
• environmental inspections in Gujarat (Duflo et al 2018)
• public procurement in Italy (Bandiera et al 2009)

• Rules designed to curtail corruption create large efficiency costs

• What is the alternative?
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Solution II: 
Performance 
Rewards

• Motivate, not regulate

• The principal can give the agent a stake in the 
success of the project

• e.g. bonus based on test scores: if  the teacher does 
not care about the students’ learning, he will want to 
exert effort because this increases his pay.

• Does it work?



You might have heard that incentives in the 
public sector do not work

• Teacher bonuses that increase sugar consumption

• A&E incentives that lead to a shortage of ambulances

….
• We did try to incentivise the procurement officers in Punjab

• tournament based on value for money with generous prizes (up to two months 
salary)
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Effective incentives need two ingredients

1. A reward that the agent wants 



Which reward? What do people care about?

MONEY THEIR REPUTATION THEIR FRIENDS 
AND FAMILY

THEIR RELATIVE 
STANDING

SOCIETY AS A 
WHOLE



the relative importance of these elements varies by culture



Effective incentives need two ingredients

• A good measure of performance



Good means:

can be meaningfully 
affected by the agent

depends mostly on the 
agent’s effort

based on objective 
facts

captures all relevant 
dimensions of the job

Can you think of a 
good measure for 
teachers?

For a backoffice clerk?



What went wrong?

• Delays increased 
prices regardless of 
the effort of the 
agent

• So the agent could 
not respond to 
incentives

• When they could they 
did



Tale of two cameras

Camera 2 Banerjee, Abhijit V., Rachel Glennerster, and 
Esther Duflo. 2008. “Putting a Band-Aid on a Corpse: 
Incentives for Nurses in the Indian Public Health Care 
System.” Journal of the European Economic Association 6 
(2/3): 487-500. 

Camera 1: Duflo, Esther, Rema Hanna, and Stephen P. 
Ryan. 2012. “Incentives Work: Getting Teachers to 
Come to School.” American Economic Review 102 (4): 
1241-1278. 



These are general problems with incentives

• when good measures are available and we know what the agent wants, 
performance rewards work well

• teachers in India

• none of these problems are specific to the State, except, possibly one



Incentives and Prosociality

• Social preferences play a key role in shaping the response to incentives

• Many public sector jobs have a strong pro-social component

• Thus they attract people with pro-social preferences who do might not 
need more motivation  poor performance might be due to other 
constraints



Incentives and Prosociality

• A common concern is that incentives might backfire by attracting selfish 
individuals who “do it for the money”

• This was precisely the concern of Zambia’s MoH HR director, when he 
was about to launch a recruitment drive for rural nurses in 2010
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• “What will happen now that they see themselves as civil servants? will 
they retain their connection to the community?” (Mr Mwila, MOH HR 
director, June 2010)



We designed an experiment to answer his question

*Ashraf, Bandiera,Davenport and Lee (2020) “Losing 
motivation in the quest for talent?”



Control



Treatment

Career advancement = salary increase (CHA=$290, Nurse= $530, EHT=$615, 
doctor=$1625)



one group did a lot better..

•can you guess which?

https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/DnIBCjQRnUpTzb2LPw7ly


Social motivation



Social motivation

Low rewards



Social motivation

Medium rewards



Social motivation

High rewards



Social motivation

Material benefits



Ability
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Ability Material benefits



All possible 
applicants



with low 
rewards 
only low 

talent-high 
prosociality

apply



medium
rewards



high 
rewards



The median applicant in treatment is smarter and more selfish

treatment control
Cognitive skills (O-levels total exam score)

random draw: median 24.9 > 23
random draw: 10th and 90th pctile [24; 25.9] [22.1; 23.9]

Cognitive skills (number of science O-levels)

random draw: median 1.42 > 1.25
random draw: 10th and 90th pctile [1.35;1.5] [1.17;1.39]

Pro-sociality
random draw: median 2.45 < 2.54

[2.4;2.51] [2.50;2.59]



But out of this 
pool would you 

choose the 
median 

applicant?



Selection panels chose the smartest, who were also the most pro-social

treatment control
Cognitive skills (O-levels total exam score)

panel selection 27.2 >> 25.6
random draw: median 24.9 23

random draw: 10th and 90th pctile [24; 25.9] [22.1; 23.9]

Cognitive skills (number of science O-levels)

panel selection 1.56 >> 1.47

random draw: median 1.42 1.25
random draw: 10th and 90th pctile [1.35;1.5] [1.17;1.39]

Pro-sociality

panel selection 2.55 = 2.55
random draw: median 2.45 2.54

[2.4;2.51] [2.50;2.59]



This is a general result.. as long as the private sector rewards ability more, the 
most able applicant will always be the most prosocial



Because those with the same ability but lower prosociality will be better off in 
the private sector 



stakes are high

more inputs
31% more visits

2X community meetings

more usage
30% more institutional deliveries

22% more vaccinations

better health
25% fewer malnourished



three lessons

• the allocation of authority and incentives must take into account agency problems 
at every level of the hierarchy

• effects on one level depends on the other
• might limit the portability of experimental findings

• social context matters
• need to understand what drives people and how this interacts with material rewards
• autonomy might be motivating on its own

• selection is key
• need to understand how autonomy attracts different individuals
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